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     QUESTION BANK OF 

                   ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND ESTIMATING (6 TH SEM ELECTRICAL) 

2- MARKS QUESTION  

1) Why fuse is not provided in neutral of A.C supply? 

2) What is the minimum ground clearance required for 11kv and 132kv transmissionline.? 

3) What is the permissible voltage drop in an internal domestic house wiring? 

4) How many earth connections are requiredformotor frame as per IE rule? 

5) What is the maximum load that is permitted in a power circuit and lighting circuit? 

6) What do you mean by guarding of overhead line? 

7) What is the full form of AAC ,ACSR,TRS,VIR. 

8) What is the full-form of PILC. 

9) State what is egg insulator and where it is used.? 

10) State the minimum ground clearance required for 33kv line while passing along the street.    

(refers to data table) 

11) Write down the full form of TPMO and where and why it is used?   

12) What are the systems of wiring connection? Write the advantages of loop-in system? 

13) State the criteria required to fulfill for selecting a conductor for an installation.? 

14) The size of batten required to carry 8nos. of single core pvc wires? 

15) State the difference between main distribution board and branch distribution  board.? 

16) What is Transposition.? 

17)State the size of batten required to carry 10 nos. of single core PVCwires. 

18) Why must the connection of earth in case of earthing have a lowresistance.? 

20) Write the general specification ofcable? 

21) Where and why strain type insulator is used? 

22) What is V guard where it is used? 

23) What is the maximum voltage regulation allowed for H.V and EHV lines as per rules? 

24) Importance of continuous earth wire in a domestic installation. 

25) What is the minimum ground clearance required for 132 KV Transmission line? 

26) What is the depth of a pole to bury under the ground? 

27) What is jumper? 

28) Why concealed type of conduit wiring is not suitable in workshop? 



29) What is a load centre? 

30) What is barbed wire? 

31) What is bird guard? 

5-MARK QUESTIONS 
 

1) Why Earthing is required in a domestic house wiring?  Mention a list of 

materials required for a plate Earthing. 

2) Draw and explain how a staircase light may be switched ON and OFF from ground floor 

and first floor? 

3) Draw a wiring diagram of an internal house wiring starting from energy 

meter and explain briefly the items used in the wiring. 

4) What are the factors depends for selection of size of conductors for over 

head transmission line. 

5) Where and why following materials are used. 
a. AB switch 

b. Barbed wire 

c. Egg type  insulators 

d. Isolators 

     6) Write short notes on pole mounted substation and plinth mounted     

Substation. 

    7) Shorts notes on method of wiring. 

    8) A pole for required high tension on 11 KV ,3 phase, 50 cycles line is required 

to be earthed and a stay  provided. M ake a neat sketch of the pole , stay , wire, 

stay plate , earthing and other components required for the purpose . Prepare a 

complete list of materials with specification of each items. 

  9) Draw a neat sketch of a stay which will be provided at the end pole with 

required materials 

  

15 /20 MARK QUESTIONS 

 

1)  A newly constructed single storeyed house is to be provided with single 

phase 230 volts,50 HZ having a load of 5 KW(light,fan,socket). The supply is 

to be given from overhead line 20 mt. away from the building. Prepare a list 

of the material,for giving sevice connection and also estimate the cost of the 



service connection. A G.I pipe is to be raised along the roof to receive bare 

conductor on its cross arm fitted with insulators. Also draw sketch of service 

connection. 

2)A newly constructed single storeyed house is to be provided with single phase 

230 volts,50 HZ having a load of 4 KW. The supply is to be given from overhead 

line 30 mt. away from the building. Prepare a list of the material,for giving 

sevice connection and also estimate the cost of the service connection. 

3) Prepare a list of material and estimate the cost for giving service connection  

to a double storeyed building having two energy meters.The supply is to be 

given at 230 volt single phase having a load of 4 sub-cicuit (light,fan )and two 

15 amp socket points on each floor .The supply is to be given from overhead 

line 20 metres away from the building .Also draw diagram of service 

connection. 

4) Q.1 Estimate the cost of a pole mounted sub-station of capacity 50 KVA 

transformer of rating 11/0.5 KV. The H.T line is available about 50 metres 

from the proposed site.Also make a neat sketch  of the pole mounted  sub-

station.   

5) Q.1  In a city locality, an overhead distribution line of 400 volts, 3 phase ,50 

cycle/sec. is to be erected along a straight route on steel tubular poles. The 

length of the line is 500 metres and the line terminates at the ends. The span 

between adjacent poles is 50 mts. The street light conductors are also 

supported on the same poles. Make a neat sketch of the last 2-3 poles and 

estimate the quantity of material required for installing the distribution line 

with full specification of each items. Other details of the line are suggested 

as under.  

      ACSR conductors are phase lines, neutral and street light conductor of size 

6/1× 𝟐. 𝟏𝟏  (squirrel conductor). Earth wire 8 SWG , Galvanised iron 

6) A tube well owner wants 3 phase,4 wire power connection to his 10 BHP  

motor  from an over head double pole structure having of 25 KVA ,11/0.4 KV 

. The double pole structure is 300 metres away from tube well. Estimate the 

quantity of materials required for erecting a line and for giving a service 

connection to the tube well motor. Also draw neat sketch of the same 

 



7)  Estimate  the quantity  of material required for the construction of 1 

kilometre  overhead line. The line is tapped from the existing 11 KV  line to feed 

a particular locality. The particulars of the important materials to be used for 

the line to be erected are as follows. 

1.Size of conductor : ACSR 6/1× 2.59 mm 

2.Tubular pole or supports of 11 metres length3. 

3.Size of earth wire : G.S (galvanized steel ) 8 SWG 

4.Average span length=100 mts. 

5.No. of earthing sets to be installed:3 nos. 

 

8)Estimate  the material and cost  for the construction of 1 kilometre  overhead 

line. The line is tapped from the existing 11 KV  overhead line. Assuming that 

the line is passing over the main road, telegraph line and railway line. Given 

data. 

9) A  small workshop of size 11m X 6 m X 4m high is under construction . it is 

required to be provided with the following electrical power connection for 

motors. The electrical connection to motor are to be taken along wall i.e the 

floor is not to be provided with any wiring trench. 

 1. one 5 HP three phase motor for lathe. 

 2. one 3 HP three phase motor for a small lathe 

3. one 2 HP three phase induction motor for an automatic tool manufacturing 

machine. 

4. one drilling machine driven by a single phase one HP motor 

5. one grinding machine driven by 0.5 HP single phase motor  

 

 

 












